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Materials:
4 - 3.5oz/100g hanks – Cascade Yarns’ Ultra Pima (100% pima cotton) in 3707 (Purple Ice)
Knitting Needles: Size US 6 (5.5 mm) or size to obtain gauge

Gauge:
15 sts and 24 rows = 4” in Ribbed Lace Pattern – This is a “Blocked” gauge – use steam to open up lace pattern.

Knitted Measurements:
18.5” wide x 64” long

Special Stitches:
YO – yarn over
SSK – slip, slip, knit (or left-slanting decrease)
K2TOG – Knit 2 together (or right-slanting decrease)
RCL – Right Cross Lace (worked over 2 stitches) – [K2TOG, YO]
LCL – Left Cross Lace (worked over 2 stitches) – [YO, SSK]
Ribbed Lace Pattern – Worked over a multiple of 4 stitches plus 2 extra
  Row 1 (and all odd # rows [WS]) – P2 * K2, P2; repeat from * across
  Row 2 [RS] – K2, * P2, LCL; repeat from * across, end with P2, Knit last 2 stitches
  Row 4 [RS] – K2, * P2, RCL; repeat from * across, end with P2, Knit last 2 stitches
  Repeat rows 1-4 for pattern
NOTE: When working ROW 2 – the YO after a Purl is just laying yarn over needle to get to the back in order to Knit. When working row 4, after the YO, end with yarn in front in order to Purl – it almost feels like 1.5 wraps.

Abbreviations
RS – Right Side
WS – Wrong Side
St – Stitch
Beg – Beginning
Rem – Remaining
K – Knit stitch
P – Purl stitch
Patt – Pattern
Inc – Increase
Dec – Decrease
Cont – Continue
Sl – Slip
Meas – Measure(s)

PATTERN
Cast on 72 sts.
K1 as a selvedge at beg and end, begin Ribbed Lace Patt and keep the extra selv st at each end in Garter st [K all rows].
Work until piece measures 64”, end with a WS row.
Next row, bind off in 2 x 2 ribbing with 1 st garter at each end.
Block well.